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Preface
It all started with a blog post in response to a common complaint, “I can’t go to 

Business School without a 700 on my GMAT.”

Well, where there’s smoke there’s fire, but it isn’t the fire many students expect. 700 is a 
benchmark. Some 700s would be very welcome in most business school programs while 
others might be cause for concern. Indeed the student with a 640, while not well suited for a 
top tier program based on score, might be in a much better position with respect to his score 
than a student with a 700. It’s all about the composition.

 

Composition of a 700

A frequently misinterpreted part of the GMAT is the scoring. Not all 700s are created 
equal.

The percentiles in quant and verbal can be distracting. The story is in the scaled score. 
Some students have very balanced scores, (Quant)42/(Verbal)43. While others have wildly 
diverging scores, Q35/V50. What do these scaled scores mean? And does anyone notice or 
care?

The student with the Q42/V43 has a lower than desired quantitative score for a 
competitive program. That doesn’t mean she will be rejected, but a Q42 equates to a mid-60s 
percentile while the V43 is a low-90s. If you are aiming for a top tier school, it is wise to study 
properly in order to increase your quant score. Top tier schools prefer at least 80th percentile 
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in each. So our Q42/V43 student needs to crack the quant code, but her verbal is good to go.

The bschool applicant with a Q35/V50 is in a rare space. The scaled scores are out of a 
total of 51 so verbal is close to perfect and any verbal over 46 is in 99th percentile - super 
spectacular on verbal. 

But with Q35, he has failed the quant. A Q35 would puts you in the low 40th percentile 
for quant. Almost 60% of all test takers have done better on quant than you did. An 
application reviewer may have serious misgivings about a student with a 35 for quant. I 
would be concerned that he will struggle with the program’s quantitative courses. At the 
heart of every high quality business school is a core of quantitative courses that are essential 
to the curriculum. The 50 on verbal is off the charts spectacular top 1%, but that doesn’t buy 
you the safety net that a 50 in quant would.

If instead the score is Q50/V35, you have rocked the quant, and done okay on the 
verbal. You are 94th percentile on Quant and 74th percentile on the verbal. This is fine, but 
not great. Your GMAT score will not keep you out of most business schools. Your verbal may 
be weak, but a business school will be much less concerned about a 35 in verbal, than having 
the Q35 student.

Those are extremes based on 700. How does your score 
stack up?
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want to see where you might land?

Take the Quiz!

In 5 questions you can estimate 
how much work you need to do to 

prepare for the test.
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My rule of thumb for GMAT test takers applying to top 5 programs is to aim for a 
quantitative score 47+. This satisfies the approximate 80th percentile most state as 
recommended on their application websites. If your quant score is 47+, your total GMAT 
(670, etc.) may not hold you back. Your weaker scaled score will determine the top combined 
score you can obtain, 200-800.

GMAT scoring confuses most applicants. 
Here’s the good news, there’s no “Passing” score on the test. There really isn’t. Instead 

there are benchmarks you want to reach to avoid being considered a weaker candidate. 

What do I like to see when reviewing a candidate for MBA admission?

Quantitative scaled score > 47
-and-

Verbal scaled score > 40

If you achieve that, your GMAT is fine.

Business schools accept candidates with a range of scores. Reaching 760 on the GMAT 
does not necessarily make you a stronger candidate than a student with a 690. 

The good news, bad news of business school is that top tier programs are far harder to 
manipulate with test scores than you may think. Better programs get 5 to 10 times as many 
applications as they have spots available. They look at each applicant as a whole person. 

Good News: 
You will be judged for the work you have done so far, 
The work you intend to do as stated in your essays,
Your undergraduate performance, 
Your GMAT score, and
How you fit into the class they are building.

Bad News?
All of the above.
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Your GMAT will not make up for poorly conceived long-term plans, nor will it make up 
for sloppy essays. The one area it regularly helps students compensate is in ameliorating a 
weak undergraduate GPA. If you have a weak - anything less than 3.7 for BA or BBA and less 
than 3.5 for BS - but not horrible – below 2.5 - undergraduate GPA, a strong performance on 
the GMAT can demonstrate competence. You may still need to discuss your GPA in the 
supplemental essay or during your interview. It can be very difficult to overcome a GPA 
below 2.5, but you will need much more than a strong GMAT to compensate.

A strong GMAT is 

Quant greater than 48 

and Verbal greater than 43.  

Not either or, but both.  

Now what?
Don’t be distracted by your percentiles in quant and verbal. Remember, the story is in 

the scaled score not your percentiles, but they’re related. Some students have very balanced 
scores, 42/43, reported as Quant / Verbal. While others have wildly diverging scores, 35/50 
or 50/35. What do these scaled scores mean? And does anyone notice or care?

The student with the 42/43 has a lower than desired quantitative score for a 
competitive program. It equates to a mid-60s percentile. That doesn’t mean he will be 
rejected, but if he is aiming for a top tier school, he should retake to increase his quant score. 
Top tier schools push for 80th percentile in both quant and verbal.

The student with a Q35/V50 is likely to be rejected whereas the Q50/V35 should at 
least get a review. Admission officers (wisely) will be concerned that the Q35 will struggle 
with the program’s quantitative courses. While the V50 is off-the-charts-spectacular, top of 
the top 1%, it doesn’t buy you a safety net to compensate for such poor quant. The opposite 
score Q50/V35 is okay, not great. So Q35/V50 probably rejected quickly - or at least asked to 
demonstrate math curriculum competency, but Q50/V35 probably reviewed as normal 
candidate. Even though they have the same overall score of 700. 

Those are extremes based on 700. How does your score 
stack up? 
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My rule of thumb for GMAT test takers applying to top 5 programs is to aim for a 
quantitative score 47+. This satisfies the approximate 80th percentile most state as 
recommended on their application websites. If your quant score is 47+, your total GMAT 
(670, etc.) may not hold you back. Your weaker scaled score will determine the top combined 
score you can obtain, 200-800. 

How to Prepare 
“Because the exam measures reasoning rather than subject matter knowledge, you most likely 

will not find it helpful to memorize facts.” -GMAC

The GMAT contains several question types specific to the GMAT in a timed setting. 
Before sitting for the exam you want to familiarize yourself with the question types as well as 
the pacing required to complete the exam successfully. The test does not require that you 
study advanced English vocabulary or mathematical concepts. But for best results, you 
should be able to demonstrate proficiency with basic arithmetic, algebra, geometry, and basic 
English vocabulary and grammar.

Caution! Accessing live Integrated Reasoning, Quantitative, or Verbal 
test questions in advance or sharing test content during or after you 

take the test is a serious violation, which could cause your scores to be 
canceled and schools to be notified. 

Practice Tests? 

Having taught for both large and small GMAT prep companies, I’ve seen the full range 
of advice on taking practice tests. This is the biggest question students have before they’ve 
even started to prep. Which is kind of ridiculous. 

Here’s the scoop, my students who do best take no more than 2 practice tests before 
they sit for the real test. In 2014 (last time I measured!), the median score among all of my 
students was 750, 98th percentile. That includes students who started in the 500s and 
students who started in the 700s. I will only allow them to take GMATPrep tests and they sit 
for the IR and essay at least once in addition to the GMAT portion. The test is long enough to 
be a challenge to keep focus. If you take practice tests continually you are training for the 
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duration but not for the best performance. Marathoners don’t run marathons to train. They 
train at much shorter distances in order to conserve their energy and excitement for race day. 
Can you sit for 4 hours? Can you focus on the game in front of you for 30-75 minutes at a 
time? Yes? Okay, you’ll be fine. 

Train for Time 
1. Use your time wisely.

Although the GMAT exam stresses accuracy more than speed, it is important to use 
your time wisely. On average, you will have about 1.75 minutes for each Verbal question, 
about 2 minutes for each Quantitative question, and about 2.5 minutes for each Integrated 
Reasoning question, some of which have multiple questions within the question - these can 
be painful. Once you start the test, an onscreen clock will show the time you have left. You 
can hide this display if you want, but it is a good idea to check the clock periodically to 
monitor your progress. The clock will automatically alert you when 5 minutes remain for the 
section you are working on. Prepare yourself to feel the timing. You should have a decent 
pace that keeps you on track. For more specifics, see the free resources in your 
prepwise.com/my-account.

2. Answer practice questions ahead of time.
After you become generally familiar with all question types, use the practice questions 

in the Official Guide and through GMATprep’s free software to prepare for the actual test. It 
may be useful to time yourself as you answer the practice questions to get an idea of how 
long you will have for each question when you sit for the actual test, as well as to determine 
whether you are answering quickly enough to finish the test in the allotted time.

3. Read each question carefully and thoroughly.
Before you answer a question, determine exactly what is being asked. Never skim a 

question or the possible answers; skimming may cause you to miss important information or 
nuances.  

4. Learn how to cut your losses.
Do not spend too much time on any one question. If you are really having trouble with 

it, pick an answer from the best of what remain and move on. The GMAT is a strategy game. 
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You will be penalized HARSHLY for not completing all questions in each section. The GMAT 
considers that failure. There is no way to skip a question or to return to a question once 
answered so you must get comfortable with letting go. Your aim is not perfection but 
effectiveness.

Time to prep for GMAT? 
If you are over 550 and are within 100 points of your target score, you can effectively 

prep for the GMAT over 12 weeks, averaging 10-12 hours a week if taking a long course (9 
weeks or more), 8 weeks, averaging 12-15 hours a week if taking a short course (5-6 weeks, 
like mine), or 3-5 weeks, averaging 12-15 hours a week if working with a great tutor (ahem :).

The students who fail to reach their targets usually fall into two buckets: study and 
execution. Either they did not complete suggested hours of actual study each week (12 hours 
sitting in a library is not 12 hours of study – how many times did you check your email?) or 
did very poor quality study despite putting in the hours or they did not execute well in the 
moment on test day.

Quality of study is determined by your choice of material to study and the intention 
you take in reviewing questions you have answered, including those you answer correctly. 
The GMAT is a logical test. All of the material you technically need is set out in the Official 
Guide. The important education points may not be obvious to you until you have studied 
what makes correct answer choices correct and the incorrect answer choices incorrect.

Pay attention to the patterns.

Also, make sure you are studying relevant material. If your scaled scores (the 38/43) are 
far apart, you need to shore up the weaker of the two in order to reach your target score more 
efficiently.

If you are between 550 and 600 and aiming for 720, expect to spend 12-15 DEDICATED 
hours a week.

If you are currently in the 470 to 520 range and aiming for 700+, expect to spend 22-25 
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hours a week of dedicated study time for 11-15 weeks. In one public course - not 1-1 tutoring, 
two very dedicated students jumped from 470/480 to 720 within 11 weeks. Both focused 
solely and intensely on the GMAT for those 11 weeks – yes, they both had full time jobs at the 
time. It can be done, but it takes a remarkable amount of discipline and focus. Here’s an 
overview of the GMAT study plan they used. Fair warning, the students who take 15 weeks 
are not studying for less time each week, they simply need more time to absorb and revisit 
the material.

Very few students can absorb 22-25 hours worth of material effectively each week for a 
long stretch. Be honest with yourself about the level of intensity you can sustain and your 
most effective learning pattern. Time spent is not always valuable. If your brain is done for 
the day, it needs rest just like your muscles. You wouldn’t keep lifting after you’ve hit agony, 
right? Work to a point of agony, but not beyond. We want you healthy to be fully productive.

The other challenge is execution day of. Sometimes this is just a bad day. Other times it 
points to an internal question mark – you own self doubt. You can’t study your way out of 
doubt. But you can choose to prepare yourself properly and then do what is asked of you on 
test day. Don’t waste your time feeding your ego’s doubt-lust. Prepare and complete. Trust in 
your prep.
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Example Study Plans  
Use these as you like. Since they have not been written by a coach specifically for you, 

your results may vary. Wildly. So, consider checking in with a pro before you get started and 
as you go along your journey. 

The 22-Hour Student
For students with a significant gap between current GMAT score and target score, 200+ 

points, it is imperative to bring a consistent attack to foundational materials. Expect to spend 
22-25 hours a week on foundational, building block, and GMAT materials over a period of 
12-15 weeks. What does a 22-hour study week look like?

Sunday – relax, you need some rest to handle the mental intensity coming …

Monday – 5-7a Reading Comprehension
• 10 minutes: reading warm up – read an easy book or work a crossword puzzle
• 20 minutes: reading drills, practice for speed
• 8 minutes: passage 7 in the Blue Book, read the passage and answer 4 questions
• 20 minutes: review passage 1, answer choice by answer choice, write down what was 

correct, what was incorrect, does the tone match, etc. Look for key words that can give you 
clues later

• 8 minutes: passage 8, read the passage and answer 4 questions
• 20 minutes: review passage 2, answer choice by answer choice, write down what was 

correct, what was incorrect, does the tone match, etc. Look for key words that can give you 
clues later. Are you seeing clues you’ve seen before?

• 8 minutes: passage 9, read the passage and answer 4 questions
• 20 minutes: review passage 3, answer choice by answer choice, write down what was 

correct, what was incorrect, does the tone match, etc. Look for key words that can give you 
clues later. Are you seeing clues you’ve seen before?

Monday 7-9p Quantitative 
• 10-15 minutes warm drills, best if you can find them online, my students use ixl.com (6-8th 

grade and Algebra chapters)
• Foundational knowledge: Roots and Radicals in Schaums Elementary Algebra, 3rd Ed, 

work through the content and all of the problems . . . ALL. You may not finish.
• Begin work in the dimensional analysis chapter
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Tuesday – 5-7a Critical Reasoning 
• 10 minutes: reading warm up – read an easy book or work a crossword puzzle
• 20 minutes: reading drills, practice for speed
• 7 minutes: Blue Book answer 4 questions
• 20 minutes: review each question, answer choice by answer choice, write down what was 

correct, what was incorrect, does the tone match, etc. Look for key words that can give you 
clues later.

• 60 minutes: Content reading – Chapter 2 in the LSAT Logical Reasoning book

Tuesday – 7-9p Quant 
• 10-15 minutes warm drills
• Foundational knowledge: Quadratic Equations in Schaums, work through the content and 

all of the problems . . . ALL. You may not finish, complete Thursday.
• Complete work in the dimensional analysis chapter

Wednesday – 5-7a Quant 
• 10-15 minutes warm drills
• Foundational knowledge: Finish Roots and Radicals in Schaums

Wednesday – 7-9p Review 
• Run through everything you have covered this week. What seems comfortable, what needs 

more work? Flag and schedule topics that need more work.

Thursday – 5-7a Sentence Correction 
• 10 minutes: reading warm up – read an easy book or work a crossword puzzle
• 20 minutes: reading drills, practice for speed
• Read to refresh on grammar construction, use Prepwise Grammar guide, look at a handful 

of blue book questions simultaneously to see the principles in action.

Thursday – 7-9p Quant 
• 10-15 minutes warm drills
• Foundational knowledge: Finish Quadratic Equations in Schaums.
• Complete any lingering problems in the dimensional analysis chapter

Friday – 5-7a Drills 
• 2 hours of math drills in ixl and schaums, work for speed and accuracy. These low level 

problems should come easy 15-20 second responses.

Saturday – 8a-12p Address Content Weakness 
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• Increase your understanding of critical thinking terms and processes by reading and 
responding to the prompts in LSAT Logical Reasoning, ch 2,3.

• Break up your reading with 20-minute bursts of math problems. Start with the low level 
GMAT Green Book problems.

The schedule is loaded specifically to address how tired you are likely to get during the 
week. This is just one example. While an intense amount of work, I have witnessed several 
students gain over 200 points, as many as 340, by methodically working through the 
appropriate materials this way.

One caution! If you are more than 200 points away, you probably have some large holes 
in your foundational knowledge – even if you were good at math in school. Please, please, 
get outside help to guide you or be very humble as you go through the concepts on your 
own. Did you really understand? Could you explain this concept to an 8-year old? It isn’t that 
you need to meet with a tutor weekly; you just need to make sure you aren’t persisting with 
bad habits.

If you are going to meet with a tutor, consider front-end loading your study with a few 
tutoring sessions – to cover rules and mechanics, then work on your own for several weeks 
before returning to the tutor for finishing touches. 

The 15-Hour Student
For students with a reasonable gap between current GMAT score and target score, 

50-150 points, it is still imperative to bring a consistent attack to foundational materials, but 
you will progress more quickly into GMAT materials. Expect to spend 15 hours a week on 
foundational, building block, and GMAT materials over a period of 8-12 weeks. What does a 
15-hour study week look like?

Sunday – relax, you need some rest to handle the mental intensity coming …

Monday – 5-7a Reading Comprehension 
• 10 minutes: reading warm up – read an easy book or work a crossword puzzle
• 20 minutes: reading drills, practice for speed
• 8 minutes: passage 7 in the Blue Book, read the passage and answer 4 questions
• 20 minutes: review passage 1, answer choice by answer choice, write down what was 

correct, what was incorrect, does the tone match, etc. Look for key words that can give you 
clues later
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• 8 minutes: passage 8, read the passage and answer 4 questions 
• 20 minutes: review passage 2, answer choice by answer choice, write down what was 

correct, what was incorrect, does the tone match, etc. Look for key words that can give you 
clues later. Are you seeing clues you’ve seen before?

• 8 minutes: passage 9, read the passage and answer 4 questions
• 20 minutes: review passage 3, answer choice by answer choice, write down what was 

correct, what was incorrect, does the tone match, etc. Look for key words that can give you 
clues later. Are you seeing clues you’ve seen before?

Monday 8-9p Quantitative
• 10-15 minutes warm drills: multiplication tables, geometry puzzles, 1-60 OG Quant 

problems, etc.
• Begin work in the dimensional analysis chapter

Tuesday – 5-7a Critical Reasoning 
• 10 minutes: reading warm up – read an easy book or work a crossword puzzle
• 20 minutes: reading drills, practice for speed
• 7 minutes: Blue Book answer 4 questions
• 20 minutes: review each question, answer choice by answer choice, write down what was 

correct, what was incorrect, does the tone match, etc. Look for key words that can give you 
clues later.

• 60 minutes: Content reading – Chapter 2 in the LSAT Logical Reasoning book

Wednesday – 5-7a Quant 
• 10-15 minutes warm drills
• Foundational knowledge: Finish Roots and Radicals in Schaums

Wednesday – 8-9p Review 
• Run through everything you have covered this week. What seems comfortable, what needs 

more work? Flag and schedule topics that need more work.

Thursday – 5-7a Sentence Correction 
• 10 minutes: reading warm up – read an easy book or work a crossword puzzle
• 20 minutes: reading drills, practice for speed
• Read to refresh on grammar construction, use Prepwise Grammar guide, look at a handful 

of blue book questions simultaneously to see the principles in action.

Friday – 6-7a Drills 
• 1 hour of math drills work for speed and accuracy. These low level problems should come 

easily in under 30-second responses. Use 1-60 in the OG or green book.
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Saturday – 8a-12p Address Content Weakness 
• Increase your understanding of critical thinking terms and processes by reading and 

responding to the prompts in GMAT Critical Reasoning.
• Break up your reading with 20-minute bursts of math problems. Start with the low level 

GMAT Green Book problems (same as drill set).

The schedule is loaded specifically to address how tired you are likely to get during the 
week. Do take one day a week off and make sure you have a few days with extra effort. The 
two-a-day sessions are actually good for mental interval training.

Remember:
 This is just one example. While an intense amount of work, I have witnessed several 

students gain over 200 points, as many as 340, by methodically working through the 
appropriate materials this way.

One caution! If you are more than 200 points away, you probably have some large holes 
in your foundational knowledge – even if you were good at math in school. Please, please, 
get outside help to guide you or be very humble as you go through the concepts on your 
own. Did you really understand? Could you explain this concept to an 8-year old? It isn’t that 
you need to meet with a tutor weekly; you just need to make sure you aren’t persisting with 
bad habits.

If you are going to meet with a tutor, consider front-end loading your study with a few 
tutoring sessions – to cover rules and mechanics, then work on your own for several weeks 
before returning to the tutor for finishing touches. Even if you are only 100 points away from 
your target, you may have some big holes. If you can afford to have a professional check you 
out, do that. 

The 5-Hour Student
For students with a less significant gap between current GMAT score and target score, 

under 80 points, if you bring a consistent attack to the materials you can be done with only 5 
hours a week over a period of 5-8 weeks. What does a 5-hour study week look like?

Side note: my students who are actually within 50 points of the target  
score are OFTEN the ones who study the most. They tend to be compulsive.  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That’s okay, but can be overkill.  
Just don’t wear yourself out before the real deal. pretty please.

Sunday – relax, you need some rest to handle the mental intensity coming …

Monday – 5-7a Reading Comprehension and Critical Reasoning 
• 10 minutes: reading warm up – read an easy book or work a crossword puzzle
• 20 minutes: reading drills, practice for speed
• 8 minutes: passage 7 in the Blue Book, read the passage and answer 4 questions
• 20 minutes: review passage 1, answer choice by answer choice, write down what was 

correct, what was incorrect, does the tone match, etc. Look for key words that can give you 
clues later. Are you seeing clues you’ve seen before?

• 10 minutes: reading warm up – read an easy book or work a crossword puzzle
• 20 minutes: reading drills, practice for speed
• 7 minutes: Blue Book answer 4 questions
• 20 minutes: review each question, answer choice by answer choice, write down what was 

correct, what was incorrect, does the tone match, etc. Look for key words that can give you 
clues later.

Monday 8-9p Quantitative 
• 10 minutes warm drills
• Review Foundational knowledge: Roots and Radicals in Schaums Elementary Algebra, 3rd 

Ed, work through at least 20% the content and the problems. Make sure everything is clear.  

Wednesday – 5-7a Quant 
• 10-15 minutes warm drills
• 15 minutes: Set of 8 practice problems
• Remainder of time reviewing set of 8.

Wednesday – 8-9p Review - Optional 
• Run through everything you have covered this week. What seems comfortable, what needs 

more work? Flag and schedule topics that need more work.

Thursday – 6-7a Sentence Correction 
• 10 minutes: reading warm up – read an easy book or work a crossword puzzle
• 20 minutes: reading drills, practice for speed
• Read to refresh on grammar construction, use Prepwise Grammar guide, look at a handful 

of blue book questions simultaneously to see the principles in action.
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Saturday – 9a-12p Address Content Weakness 
• 10 minute warm up.
• 15 minutes set of 8 Data Sufficiency.
• 25 minutes review the set of 8.
• 15 minutes set of 8 Data Sufficiency.
• 25 minutes review the set of 8.
• 15 minutes set of 8 Data Sufficiency.
• 25 minutes review the set of 8.
• 15 minutes set of 8 Data Sufficiency.
• 25 minutes review the set of 8.
• Remainder of time review all 32 questions covered today. Look for themes in your 

strengths and weaknesses. Identify areas to work on this next week.

Hopefully you noticed that those hours do not add up to 5. To be fair, none of my “5-
hour” students ever actually ONLY do 5 hours. It’s far more often that my 15-20 hour 
students only do 5 hours. Motivation is hardest when you’re stuck in the middle - especially 
if you don’t feel like you’re making progress. :(

If you’re really a 5-hour student, you can do the following in a typical week and on 
weeks when work is light, you can do 10+ hours to help yourself feel like you’ve properly 
covered the material. It breaks down to 2 total sessions a week: one verbal, one quant. I 
would specialize on SC or CR+RC not try to jam all 3 together each week, but you’ll figure 
out what will work best for you. Don’t forget that the review process is the MOST 
IMPORTANT part of the process, especially early on in your studies. 

What a real 5-hour week looks like
Monday – 5-7a Reading Comprehension, Critical Reasoning and Sentence Correction 
• 10 minutes: reading warm up – read an easy book or work a crossword puzzle
• 20 minutes: reading drills, practice for speed
• 8 minutes: passage 7 in the Blue Book, read the passage and answer 4 questions
• 15 minutes: review passage 1, answer choice by answer choice, write down what was 

correct, what was incorrect, does the tone match, etc. Look for key words that can give you 
clues later. Are you seeing clues you’ve seen before?

• 7 minutes: Blue Book answer 4 questions in CR
• 15 minutes: review each question, answer choice by answer choice, write down what was 

correct, what was incorrect, does the tone match, etc. Look for key words that can give you 
clues later.

• 15 minutes: answer 10 SC questions.
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• 20 minutes: review the SC using the A-E process to deconstruct each answer choice.
• 10 minutes: review all work from the day. Identify next practice steps. 

Saturday – 9a-12p Address Content Weakness 
• 10 minute warm up.
• 15 minutes set of 8 Data Sufficiency.
• 25 minutes review the set of 8.
• 15 minutes set of 8 Data Sufficiency.
• 25 minutes review the set of 8.
• 15 minutes set of 8 Data Sufficiency.
• 25 minutes review the set of 8.
• 15 minutes set of 8 Data Sufficiency.
• 25 minutes review the set of 8.
• Remainder of time review all 32 questions covered today. Look for themes in your 

strengths and weaknesses. Identify areas to work on this next week.

For what to do Four Days Before the Exam, log into your prepwise.com/my-
account 
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